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Lord Juice Buxtozi:

Introduction and summwy

1. These appeals each raise a broadly similar question about the approach of the Criminal
Injuries Compensation Appeal Panei ftne Paneij to the COnSiflictiOti of me expression "crime of
violence" as used in paragraph 8 of the Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme {the Scheme],
the Scheme having been made by the Secretaty of State exercising his powers under section 1 of
1e Cn'maJ Injunes Compensation Act 1995 The 1995 Act olaced on a statutor basis what
had previously been a scheme operated under the prerogative. It was not however suggested that
in an respect relearit to these appeals he nev res had al'ered the positIon as 1t obta1ned
before i995 in paxticuiar the concept of "crime of violence" had simply been continued ifl the
Sciiexne from the earlier set of rules

2 In both of the present cases the applicant was refusedcompensaton by the Panel on the
ground triat wmie he hdd been the victim of a crime, he had not been the 'icUriofa crime of
vioience Tne centr4i onideration in the Panel's decision in both cases 'as that theapplicant
had consented to the crirnma! acts 1rectec1 at him In August an application for juolcial review
of the Panel a decision was rejected by Owen J Mr August appeals against that decision In
Brown Collins I quashed the Panel s decision and remitted the matter for reconsideration The
Panel appeals agarat that decision

3. In the hope of avoiding undue repetition, it will be convenient to proceed as follows.
First, I refer to the relevant terms of the scheme, and make some. general comments, on its
str.icture Secc'id, at this stage pure1y as a naner of background, I se out the basic facts of The
two cases Third, I make some obseratons abo4 the cnmna1 law applying o the offencesin
issue in the two cases, since the argument was at some stages confused by misunderstanding on
those points. Fourth, I indicate the extent of current authority on the proper approach in law to
the consiruction of the expression "crime of violence". I then deal separately with the issues in
each appeal.

The Scheme

4. Compensation is Ofli paid under the Scheme to a person who has sustained a criminal
injury'. That is defined in paragraph as a personal injury directly attributabLe to

"(a) a crime of voience (including arson, fireraising or an act of poisoning); or

(b) an offence of trespass on a railway; or

(c) [arresting or assisting in the arrest of an offenderl"

5. Paragraph 13 indicates circumstances in which an award, although otherwise justified
under the errns of the scheme, may be withheld or reduced. Those include, in paragraph 13(e),
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the applicants character; and in paragraph 13(d) the conduct of the applicant before, during or
after the incident giving rise to the appiication. Both of these provisions are potentially engaged
in the present applications, but nothing arises in relation to them in the appeals before us.

& Paragraph 9 of the Scheme further defines 'personal injury" as including physical injury
and mental injury, in the sense of a medically recognised psychiatric or psychological illness,
Further provlsIo'is are however uitrodueed hmitmg the circumstances in which compensation
will be payable for 'ne'ital injury One aspect of these was discussed at some length in the
appeal and it is necessary to make further reference to 1t

7 One of the issues in these appeals iS or .-ias thought o be '"iether "as oper to the
Panel to taie into account the factuai consent of the applicant to the acts cats1ng hs nry in
determuun whether be bad been the victim of a crime of violence, even inougn mar factuai
corient would in law not be effective to prevent the acts from being cnmrnal It was a
pror"nenf part of the appai ti August to argue that since any consent given by August to the
acts done o him co..1d 'tot be effectie in law to alter the cnxnmaiity of those acts the Panel
were by the same token precLdcd from tak1ng the fact of his colisent into account in deciding
wnetlier tne crime mat those acts constituted was a crime of v1olence For reasors 4'at I
indicate rn paragraph 20 below,, that argument was in any event ,asea on a misconception of me
law relating to the criminal offënces of which August complained. The argument did however,
draw attention to the terms of paragraph 9(c) of the Scheme, which includes amongst the
circumstances in which compensation is payable for mental injury where the applicant

"was the non-consenting victim of a sexual offence (which does not include a
victim who consented in fact but was denid in law not to base consented)"

S. ft is important to see how paragraph 9(c) fits into the structure of the Scheme. Paragraph
8 limits compensation to personal injuries attribtabJe to crimes of violence. Paragraph 9 adds
the further limitation that peional injurIes that are mental injuries wi in any event not be
compensatabie (that ia. even if they meet the paragraph (a) requirement of being directly
attributable to a crime of violence) unless they have been caused in certain specifically defined
circunistances One of those circumstances s, by paragrapn 9(c) that the applicant wSS "the
non-consenting victim of a sexual offence' 'ii turn, however, the latter category exciuces
victims who consented in fact but were deemed in law not to consent: the category alleged to be
in issue in August. Such a person therefore cannot recover for mental injury, even though he is
the victim o a crime of violence: because he is specifically said not to come within the
otherwise eligible category of "nor=censenting" victim.

9. For two, separate, reasons, therefore, paragraph 9(e) is of no assistance in the
contniction of the concept of 'crirrie of violence" in paragraph 8(a). First, paragraph 9 oniy
arises once it is determined that a crime of violence does indeed exist as defined in paragraph 8.
It therefore cannot affect the issue of whether or not the consent of the victim is relevant to the
construction of terms used in paragraph 8. Second, nor is it of assistance even by way of
analogy Indeed, if analogy were to be sought, paragraph 9(c) is contrary to the contentions
advanced in August, because it says that, irrespective of the effect of a victim's consent in law, a
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victim who consented in fact is not a "non-consenting" Vthn. Mr CTCw, counsel for the Pane1
sensibly declined to rely ott any such argument, saying that it was dangerous to draw support for
a construction of one part of a document that had evolved as had the Scheme from other parts of
that document. I agree. The short point however is that paragraph 9(c) simply does not assist in
deciding on the relevance of the victim's consent in applying the concept of crime yf violence in
paragraph (a), because ,t s directed at the different and limited question of when compensation
will be payable for menta1 r'jwy attriburable t such crime of violence

iOThe facts

11 A concise statement of the facts relevant to cacti appeal is not made easier by the carns
of each applicant having been substantially disbeheved by the Panel However, it was, rignily,
not suggested that the Panel had erred in law in that part of its work, although in both appeals it
was argued that there were further facts that should have been taken into account For present
purposes, therefore, I can confine myself to the facts as found by the Panel

12 The applicant in August was born in September 1976 He was piace in care in i985,
and was from a young age a psychologically seriously damaged child, who presented various
"ianfestations of dsrurbed behaviour mcludmg in particular sexual precocity There is reason
Co think, though no prcof at he was seiuaily abused at an early stage of his life Iii the early
summer as it was thought to be (there was some uncertainty as to the exact date) of 1990 he met
a man called Crow in some public lavatories. He was then aged 13 or 14, Crow was aged 53.
August had gone to the lavatories looking for homoseuai congress, for iihc" 'e expected o be
paid He found a willing co-operator in Crow Eventually Crow wSS convicted of three
offences relating to August The first aud most serious was an offence of Duggery which took
the form of August penetrating Crowfl The second was gross indecency, which took the form of
Crow and August mutually committing fellatio on each otherS The third was an offence of

....... i fA ttaicing 1flucA pntograps OA 4ugus

13.. August gave evidence at Crow's trial, at the end of which Crow was sentenced to a total
of seven years imprisonment including an extended term under section (2)(b) of thc Cnminal
Justice Act 1991 On appeal to the Court of' Appeal (Crirrunal Division) the courc accepted thdt
he psychiatric evidence indicated that Crow was likely to commit sexual offences in the future
which might cause serious harm, nd that therefore an extended tern was not only justified but
inevitable t reduced the se''erce frori seven years to live In so doing the court said, at p
101) of the transcript of the judgment of Lord Tay'or CJ thatit was influenced by the fact that

"the only victim (if victim he was) of the conduct which brought the appellant
before the court was a 13 year-old boy who was already cotrupt and who had
gone to the public lavatory for the purpose of seeking out someone to obtain
money from them for homosexual activity, and who was the active partner in the
OfliY act of buggery which took place"
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14, The Panel concluded, having heard evidence not only from August but also from Crow
and from the officer in charge 0 Crow's prosecution, that the czimes of which Crow had been
covjted had not been crimes of violence towards August. because of August's consent to what
bad occurred. It r cted a claim by August that in addition to the offences of which Crow had
been ;orvicted Crow had also buggered him. The Panel found established only those rnafters in
respect of which there had been convictions.

15. In Brown the applicant had in the 1960s been a pupil at an approved school, where it
was clear that a high level of sexual misconduct took place amongst the pupils, allegedly
urcIecked by the staff }ie claipted that when he arrived at the school at the age of about 12, he
ias "raped" (that s, s'bected to 'io'i-cose'isuai buggery) on fbur specific oceaions by larger
and aider boys, and also subjected against hs will to 'arots other sexual ndgnites t terv,ie of
oral sex and masturbation which, if they bad taken place, would have amounted to gross
indecency No prosecutions ha been brougni in respect of these events, and the Panel
accordingly had difficulty in deciding on the facts, particularly as it founci Ute applicant iimseif
to be a very unreliable witliess It appears to have accepted that the four incidents of buggery
had taken place, but did not acceot that they were non-consensual on Brown's part Similarly,
whilst doubthil aboLz 'he very occurrence of the oral sex and masturbation, it concluded (in the
words of the statement of Mr te"er QC, Cha'rmar of the Panel the stattis of which I shall have
to explore more fully below) that

- "in the light of the ages of the other three boys he identified, which were similar
to his own, it was more 1ikey to have been consensual conduct between boys
than something forced on him or which he had done through fear or because of
assauhs"

L. The Panel's CCflCiU5Ofl was therefore, in terms that are a matter of controversy in this
appeal, and to which I shall have to return, that it was

"riot satisfied that any sexual activity between the applicant and any of the 3 boys
he named was non-conserisual and amounted to a crime of violence."

17. The law as to buggry and gross Indecency

18. It will be convenient to make some observations about the underlying criminal
provisions, since they were the subject of some misunderstanding, at least in the appeal in
,i i.

19. The offences are set out in sections 12 and 13 of the Sewai Offences Act 1956 [the 1956
Acti, which reproduce the common law. Contrary to the contentions advanced in August, these
offences were not created to protect children, or any other person involved in them. Rather, they
seek to prevent what Parliament describes in terms, in the cross-note before section 12, as'"" behaviour. For that reason, first, both participants in any forbidden act are equally
guilty of it, as principals and not merely as alders and abettors; and, second, consent is never a
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fcc and is irrelevant to any issue of guilt. It was for that reason that Crow was convicted of
bugger)' even though he had been the patient, notthe agent; and even though the agent, August,
had, as the Court of Appeal concluded, been a willing arid active partner in that act of buggery.

20. It follows from that that an act of buggery will not necessarily involve arid entail an
assault, as Parliament has eonirmed in section 7(2Xc) of the Sexual Offences Act 1967, which
in ts proSons as to time-11ifls fr prosecutions distinguishes in terms between acts of buggexy
that do and do not amount to an assault. It also follows that, since the consent of either parry is
irrelevant to guilt, so the age of the paiticipan is irrelevant: save when there apply the special
provisions, not engaged in our case, introduced by section IA of the 1956 Act to exempt from
ct-i rnmahty acts of buggery done in private between consenting aduits The contention
advanced on behalf of August that "Parharnent has provided that a 13 year 010 boy cannot give EL
"& id consent in law to buggerv" was therefore misconceived Such a provision is to be found
zi r&atio'i o offer'ces of assault i sections 14 and 15 of the 1956 Act But it is not extended to
sectofls 12 and 13 for the reaso' already n'dicated, that those sections are aimed at unnatural
oertaviour by both parties, rather than at the protec'o" of tie victini of an acault

21 Authority on rue consfrucr0n of 'Crime qfvoience'"

22 The leading authority is the decision of this court in R 't'Criminal injuries Compensatioii
Bôrd ex p Webb [1987J I QB 74 [Webbj We were not shown any material derogating from
the guidance given in that case. It has been approved arid followed in later authorities, including

s recently in Scotland m Gray v Crtminal Injurzes Compensation Board [1999} SLT 425
Ncr as t suggested thai ie facr that Webb addressed the concept of "crime of violence" as
usA in an earlier scheme made t any the 1ess authoritative as a guide to the construction of
tnc se sante woras as used in our paragraph (a)

2 All that said, however, two caveats must be entered. First, although the judgment in
W 'b does give guidance as to the meaning of icrime of violence" in general terns, the actual
ca:'e was addressing claims by persons caused mental iiifleSS by witnessing the death of
tre'passers on the railway. Such offence as those trespassers might have corranitted, under the
prr visions of section 34 of the Offences Against the Person Act i86i, was not a crime of
vj ence. It will have been noted from paragraph 5 above that that case is now specifically
prr;vided for, but as something other than a crinte of violenc; in paragraph (b) of the Scheme.
Se!.,ond. it necessarjly follows from the circumstances of Webb that the specific issue in the
prsent case, of the relevanCe of the victim's consent to whether the crimecommitted against
hi:. was a crime of violence, did not arise.

24 Mr Crow contended that six propositions of law could be drawn from Webb. I agree
wI::i him as to the first five of these. The jth is a matter of more difficulty, a difficulty that has
sci:me bearing on the appeal in Brown. The six propositions were:

a) The concept of "crime of violence" is not a term of ait
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b) The issue for the Panel of whether a crime of violence has taken place is a jury
question. As t was put in Webb at p 78A. it depends on "a reasoDable and literate marfs
understanding of the circumstances in which he could under the scheme be r,aid
compensation for personal injury caused by a crime of viclerice"

c) That question is not technical or complicated; as it was put at pSOA of Webb, the
Panel wil1 recognise a crime of violence when they hear about it even though as a
matter of semantcs 1t ma be dtflcui to produce a definitioii 'which is not too narrow or
so wiae as to produce absurd consequences"

ci) The correct approach AZ not o c'asstfy parhcular offences, e particular crimes
such as "buggery" or "assault", as crimes of violence. Rather, the task of the Panel is
to decide whether the events that actually occurred were (i) a crime, (ri) a crime of
violence

e) Iii performing that task the Panel has to look at the nature, and not at the results
of the .inlawful conduct

A test (or posstbl the test) or the existence of a crime of violence is whether
there has been the infiiction or threat of force or the doing of a hostile act

25. All of these propositions are amply justified by Webb apart from the last of them.
In tnar regard, what Lawton U sa4 an Webb, at p 79H-8OA was that

"Most crimes of violence will involve the infliction or threat of force but some
may not. I do not think it prudent to attempt a definition of words of ordinary
usage in English which the [?anel}, as a fact finding body, have to apply to the
case before them."

26. The decision in August

27 In both cases before us the original decision was set out in brief (in Brcwn extremely
brief) wril±en form, the PaneFs reasoning however being further explained in these proceedings
b tness statements by Mr Lewer Those statements were admitted without objection and I
shall therefore refer to thrn where appropriate. I understand that in his judgment Pill LI is to
niake some further observations about this aspect of the procedure.

28. The reasons given at the end of the hearing were n the following terms:

"The applicant's history, his upbringing and his experiences before he met Crow
explain why, as a 14 year old he was seeking sexual experiences with other men

——
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and doing so for tnoney But to explain and understand does not mean an
applicant is entitled to an award within this Scheme.

On all the evidence, it is probable that Crow was one, though certainly not the
first, in a series of men whom the applicant met and had sexual activity with. At
14, he clearly needed help-but that does not mean he was not a consenting and
willing partner to what he sought Whether he can blame others is not a matter
for us V'e do net accept the sabrnsstori that the ctvuiatve sexual experiences
he had were sucti as to nullify consent We consider he d4 conseri4

O'i the issue of ereclibility we are not satisfied that he was penetrated by Mr
Cro., and we take ce of the basis of the conviction as eDla1ned to us by the
pOiiCC officer, hose eude'ce we accepted However, this does not affect our
decision on consent

29 in paragraph 11 of hs 'itness stae'iexi Mr Lewer gave some further background to the
Panel's iecision

Submissions were made by the presenting officer, and by Counse' for the
Applicant The presenting officer submirted that there had been deccnt assaults
or worse, and that the issue for the appeal panel was whether the Applicant had in
fact consented. Counsel for the Applicant submitted that there was no dispute
that the Applicant had participated voluntarily, in that he was not forced.
However t'us consent had been vitiated by his earlier histoiy and abusive
e.penences and b) the age of he assailant who was 55 The At,plicant had been
sexualised by ciamulative ab1.se b others ard 'as ri0t respantble for hi own
acttonL"

30. It may be convenient to say that counsel referred to by Mr Lewer was neither Mr Levy
QC nor Miss Hamilton who appeared for Mr August before us and in the court below. However,,
it was not suggested that Mr Lewez"s account of the way in which the case had beers put by Mr
August's then represcntatire was inaccurate

31 The ppeai in August: preliminary

32. It is tempting to say that the bare facts of Angst render it impossible to say that a
conclusion by the Panel that mere ziaa teen rio crime of violence was trrational or contraxy to
law which is what Atigust has to establish in order to quash the Panel's decson He as the
active and willing participant in an act of buggery in which he was the agent, not the patient.
He was equally a wifling participant in the acts of fellatio which, or something like them, he had
positively gone in search of. The reasonable and literate man of Webb could not possibly be said
to be clearly wrong in concluding that in the ordinary understanding of language no iviolenceY
had been invoived however criminal and deplorable in other respects the conduct of Crow had
been. However, Mr Levy, in a wide-ranging argument, said that that would be far too
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zünplitic an approach to the matter. I hope that I do justice to that argument by S nmarising its
i4fl UU1L 45 IUUOWS

a) The Panel had wrongly assumed that the only issue as to whether a crime of
violence had been committed was as to whether August had consented to what had been
done.

.c .,,+ i3r - .,.. , ,Y'LL J. " " LL JLL L 'U.. YY±.IIL L1. a——d. .h1 4.. ._ :i: ' ..I1 L_......._LU USW L.Uj1IIL UI1Jfl 141.4W 4L IL uL4u,C

i) A child of 13 cannot as a ri±er of law consent to the acts committed in
this case; arid

ii) In any event, current public policy, perhaps more clearly than at the time
of Wthb requires such a child, and particularly one With the hOTiIfiC background
of August, to be treated as a victim and not as a consenting participant

c) The Panel had ignored or misunderstood cvidcncc that demonstrated that August
in any event had not consented in fact

- ir_...-___ .t___..t_ 4LT'1..__1U) flSOi?1 as LEUS WaS 4 UU1C1UL .JUIIIL JJUUI LI1O L UUL 4UUV, LI r4uel 1141.1

wrongly umed ruattcrfpruicipie that, once consent ras shown to eAlst there
COWI1 rIQt oc Uy qusuun W Ule AZL11 UuLg U1I UI IUcU. AIU 1..UUIpI4IW. W4 Ouy1 _11 1_ _ _I__.... i.i____jXUI1tA QiScernirn In me unguii EitgUA1LcILL, uh IL jjç m meci.j UI SAI.L LU
only, cumpiarni raised in resisting the appeal in Brown.

I - .1•4Iii. trgumenm ,oij can oe u.& iiuuuuuu.y, wj o. 1.JUL 1J.1

above, The other contentions need further considerauon,

34. The issue before the Fani in August

- —. I V — - — — — -— _.t41...-. 1. . 1,,,, ,, ,. ivirLCVY seeu un uic atLOUit ui mu L1e&uI gen , a. CL
29 above. The PanePs own presenting offleer had accepted that there had been indecent
assaults (Mr Levy would interpose, clearly a crime of violence) and that the only issue was
whether the applicant had consented to them. "Consent" was therefore presented as some sort of
disqualifying factor, that (i) wrongly chinged the nature of the offence; or (ii) was treated as a

i-1....-. f4, p,tiris nffh cr' rr nnrp Th Pr1 hrl iaidL.LUI LU41. IU..).I I "- • ..-. - -•— - —-—. -—— -,
ibis analysis, as Mr Lewet s starenerit, and the statement of reasons given at the end of the
hearing, clearly showed.
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36 This arg ient takes too mechanistic an approach to what was said by the presenting
officer, and ignores the way itt which the case was presented n behalf of Mr August. 1 deal first
with the suggestion that the case was one of indecent assault. In fact., as indicated above, it was
not; and, insofar as the hearing officer said that it was, he either misunderstood the case (a
misunderstanding plainly not shared by the Panel, who proceeded on the basjs of the offences
actually committed by Crow); or was speaking figuratively. But even if the case had been one of
indecent assault, criminal because as set out in paragraph 20 above the provisions of sections 14
arid 15 of the 1956 Act render a child's consent ineffective, it would still be necessary to
consider, on the basis that the applicant consented in fact, whether the crime had been one of
violence. That was emphasised with his customary clarity by McCullough J in an indecent
assauit case, R v C%CB exp Piercy (unreported, 14 April 1 991), atp SF of the transcript

"Consent gs.en by a girl under the age of 16 to unlawful sexual intercourse or
indecent touching s not recogmsed by the ta" It does tt, however, follow that
to commit eirner offence dgainsz a girl of that age rr'oi"es the use of violence
Each case must be aecided on its own facts Not eery appllcation of force 'a
violent. Just as consensual sexual intercourse between a man and a woman
would not normally be regarded as a violent act, so it is witn a girl under tht age
of 16 [The offender's] adimasion that be had intercourse with the applicant dia
1it arriount to an admissiori that he had been violent towards her The rn.edical
evidence d'd not negatlve her consent, and the Board clearly believed that she had
not established that she did net consent. Not every indecent touching of a girl
unoer tae age of 16 in''obeS 'viOienCe"

37. I respectfully agree with that analysis. Mr Levy indeed read us most of this passage, and
declined an invitation from the court to say that it was wrong He said, rather, that the facts of
p'cy were 'very different from those n August So they were, not least in the fact that in Pzercy
the appheatit was the patient it' the act of intercourse, whereas in our ca$e he was the agent I
thus regard the reference to assault in the proceedings before the Panel as at best a red herring.

38 1 revert, therefore to the nature of the case put before he Panel by August as set out in

paragraph 29 above. it is plain that it was accepted on all sides that consent was indeed the only
issue, m the absence of any evidence of August being forced to participate Tiac Panel verc
clearly withrn the proper limits of their judgement, acting as the jury envisaged in ø&bb, o thin.k
that at 'east on the facts of August the applicant's consent or willing participation was highly
"&evap' to deciding whether as a matter of ordinary language, Crow's criminal acts hai been
violent towards hurL And that was clearly also the view of August's then counsel, both in his
argumein as reported by Mr Lewer and in the nature ofthe evidence that he adduced to which I

shall turn in more detail at a later stage of this judgment.

39. I therefore conclude that in the particular circumstances of August the Panel were
justified in thinking that (i) the issue of August's consent was relevant to the construction and
application of the concept of "crime of violence"; and (ii) that issue was the only live issue
befdre them at the Panel hearing.
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40. Public policy and the child vkthn

IS Ueember2OQ()

41 There were two strands to this argument. First, that the Panel did not give sufficient
consideration to the actual position of August, and did not for instance consider whether the
whole history of ins connexion with the exploiter Crow ciemoristrateri behaviour of a threatening
nature on Crow's part. The presence of threats or intimidation it was said was indicated by
August's breakirg off his conneon with Crow in a state of fear, and reporting the events first to
the soczai sercas and, when that prodtced no results to the police Second, that riari event
the concept f 'crinie of violence" as directed towards children should take account of recent
thinking as to the need to protect arid treat as victims children such as August who had been
sexually abused or entangled in prostitution I consider those points in turn

42 So far a. the history is concerned, Mr Crow pointed to powerful reasons for doubting
whether August had, during the transactions with which the Panel *a.s concerned, been in the
vulnerable position that Mr Levy urged Amongst the matters to which he drew attention was
the ooservauon of the Court of Appeal (CrIInIIiL1 Division) which iS cited in paragraph 13 above
It is not necessary to descend into this dispute in detail, because I am quite satisfied on two
points First, this was not the basis on which the matter wa put to the Panel Second, the
argument overlooks the fact that the compensation claimed must be directly attributable to the
comritssion of a crime When the Court asked what crime Crow had comrmrted, during the
alleged grooming and exploitation process, apart from the crimes upon which the Panel
proceeded, it was not surprised that no answer was forthcoming.

43. As to the second limb of this argi.iment, I would certainly not undervalue the importance
of society taking an active and sympathetic role in protecting those who find themselves in Mr
August's position. The Panel has, however, to apply the Scheme, which does not, award
compensation for general failings on the part of society, such as may very we!! may have
occurred in Mr August's case; but ønly for injuries caused by crimes of violence. This part of
Mr Levy's argument was in truth a complaint that the Scheme itself was inadequate in its terms
and limitations. That complaint was at the bottom of the arguments relying on the European
Convention on Human Rights that were ventilated at length in August's skeleton argument, but
in the event not pursued before us. I say no more about that than that I consider the latter
decisLon to hae been ell-jdged BLt none of this has anything t0 do wiih the consrticon of
the actual terms of the Scheme, or its application by the Panel. The Panel cannot be criticised on
this basis.

44. The evidence before the Panel

45. Mr Levy complained that the Panel had ignored or not given proper weight to reports
from a clinical psychologist. Dr Gerrilyn SmitiL These were prepared respectively on 22
December 1997 2 july 1998; and 22 October 1999. The first two of them were before the
Panel. The last, as can be seen ftom its date, was prepared after the Panel hearing and(Lh\ .Lipiuuiuy) iii ui pLupu.ie
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46. We have read all of these reports, and disturbing they indeed are in the account that they
give of August's problems and the lack of attention or inappropriate attention that they received
in iris thildhood and early adolescence Relevantly to this case, they are said to demonstrate that
August did not consent, or at least could not give informed CQPSIit, to his connexjoris with
Crow: so that as a matter of fact the Panel was wrong to flnd that he had consented. The high-
water mark of that conclusion is to be found in the concluding paragraph of Dr Smith's last
report:

"It is lebatable whether a psychologically well adjusted child connected to their
family of origrn could have made such an informed choic& It would be highly
improbable if not impossible for a grossly psychologically disturbed and
damaged 13 year old boy living in the care system to do so His life experiences
and state of rr.rid rendered him effectively incompetent in caring for himself in
his long terrrl best interest"

47 Mr Levy veIy properly accepted that he could no' use that report winch had not
been before me Panet, to criticise the Panel's concluscns on th' v14ene th*t had been
before it. He submitted, however, mat those of Dr Srnih' iepurt that hd been before
the Panel were to the same effect I fear that I cannot agree The burden of the two
earlier reports is not that August was incapable of consenting to what occurrea or did not
ctiqent to what occurred, but rather that any such consent should not be regarded as
diminishing the culpability of what had occurred. it will suffice to quote what I think to
be a representatie passage from paragraph 312 of the first report

"Carl's understandmg of the legal situation regarding the episode with Mr Crow
is somewhat confusmg However 1t s my CfliOfl that adults rrust take
responsibility for their behaviour Can was clearly be1o the age of con5ertt, and
the adult must therefore share a greater degree of responsibility for the sexual acts
being committed. Children who have been sexually abused are often very
sexualised, and will indeed make inappropriate suggestions to adults in relation to
sexual interactions. However, again the onus is on the adult to refuse to take part
in such inappropriate activity, and the therapeutic imperative is to seek treatment
to help the young person better understand themselves, including their sexual
abuse experiences."

48. It is instructive to read this and other passages in the light of the case as presented on
behalf of August before the Panel, as set out itt paragraph 29 aoove, and the terms of the Panel's
ruling as set out in paragraph 2S above. The case was not that August had not consented, but
rather that becatise of his psychological state and history his consent was "vitiated' the view
expressed by Dr Smith. It was that case that Mr Lewer was plainly addressing, without averting
to it in terrns in his written r.iiing. The Panel's view was that while such consideratiatts might
excite sympathy fot and understanding of August's willing participation, they did not mean that
he did not consent in fact Such a conclusion was, on the evidence, plainly within the proper
anibit of the Panel's judgement.

49. An assmzption That the presence ofccnent was conclusiw as to uvio(ence?
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50. Such an assumption, if it were made, would in my view be inconsistent with the
approach laid down in Webb, which requires all the circumstances of the case to be considered,
as a jury question, in deciding whether the crime as actually committed had been a crime of
violence. The analysis of the Panel's reasoning set out above demonstrates that no such
assumption was made in this case or, at least, that if' such assumption was made it was not the
basis on whAch the Panel decided the case Co"iserP vas regarded as the only live issue because
as tno case detreioped and was presented, as described n paagraphs 36-39 above on the facts it
was the only iiv iSSUC.

51 Concluszon in the case of August

52 None of the cnticsrns of *e Pare1's Corichislons are borne out Owen S was right to
reject them i would dsmss th1s appeal

53 The aecision rn Brown

54 The written conclusion issued by the Panel at the end of the hearing was m markedly
shorter ard 1e inforzrative terms than that issued in August It has already been set out in

paragraph 17 above, but it bears repetition:

'The Pan& was flat sa+ifled that any exua1 activity between the applicant and
any of the 3 boys he named was non-consensual and amounted to a crime of
violence

55 For greater wderstanding, therefore tt is necessary to turn to Mr Lewer's statement
Having indicated the (considerable) difficulties as to the applicant's credibility, he said, at
paragraph 14:

'Given me sexuaused environment there ,ere also hk&y to ha"e bee'i
consensual sexual reiationsnips anu experlxnent.auon between boys of samjar
ages The Panel took the view that if what oceuxreu was consensuai, then 1t
would not be a crime of violence, even if it still amounted to a criminal offence
because of the ages of those concerned The Panel understood that this was also
irppbcit lp Counsel s submission though it notes that it is not how the case is
flOw pt n the "Gi.auds" [scl , of the apolication for Judicial Review, referred to
in more detail m paragraph 60 belo"]

15, What we had to decide was first whether the Applicant had been involved in
1964-67 i sexual activity of the kinds he described. .and secondly, if he had
been involved in signiflcanr sexual activity of the nature he described, whether
that was done consensiaiiy or was forced upon him (by fear or actual force) so as
to amount to a crime of violence If he participated consensually, the Panel did
not consider that he had been the victirri of a critne of violence.

_—l —
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56. The Panel reviewed the evidence, such as it was, including a medical report that appeared
to show that Brown had in fact been subject to prolonged abuse, going beyond the four acts of
on-consensu1 buggery on which he based his claim. It then expressed the conclusion that
uch crimes as had been committed had involved consensual acts and thus had not been crimes
of violence as defined or analysed in paragraph 55 above, and in Mr Lewer's statement as set out
in paragraph 16 above,

57. Having dealt with that issue Mr Lewer continued, in paragraph 19 of his statement, in a
passage cited here because it is strongly relied on by Mr Guthrie QC on behalf of Browfl, as it
was relied on by Mr Keith on behalf of the Panel before Collins J

The Panei aid no consider the ciadn rnder paragrapji 13(d) of the Scheme as
no issue of conduct under that sub-paragraph had been raised or argued. Any
reference to consensual conduct was to the conduct ttat the Panel conscoeree was
an element that determined whether act was or was not a crime of violence.
Nor &d the Panel accept that anal intercourse cannot be seen as anything but an
incident irnoiveng sqoience, as suggested The ?anel considered that a person can
consent in circumstances en 'hch there may still be a crmre but 'iO a crime of
violence'

58, The course of the proceedings in Brown

59. The short point relied on before us to uphold Collins J's judgment is that both the written
statement of reasons and Mr Lewer's wetness statement reveal that the Panel wrongly assumed
mat, if the criminal acts directed at Mr Brow'i z1ere consented to by him, then, for that reason
alone, they could not have been crimes of violence. it was not, as I understood it submitted that
the Panel could not tale the consent of the victim intø account in deciding whether the crime had
been one of violence: The complaint was rather that they had relied on that fact to the exclusion
of all others. The Panel thus had not reviewed all the facts and circumstances, as a jury, as the
guidance in Webb required, but had applied a dogmatic and inappropriate policy. That approach
revealed an error of public law on familiar grounds of refusing to consider relevant facts or
applying a policy or theory without proper regard for the instant case.

60. This complaint is not easy to extract from Mr Brown's Form S6A. The Grounds
expressed there were, first, tnat the Panci's written reasons, as set out en paragraph 54 above
were inadequate. That was said to be because it was unclear whether the reference in them to
Brown's consent indicated that the Panel thought that no crime had been comrruttcd, or whether,
alternatively, it thought that, although a crime had been committed, Brawn should not recover in
respect of it because of the provisions of paragraph 13(d) of the Scheme (see paragraph 5 above).
Form 86A then explored these two, hypothesised. alternatives, saying in respect of the first of
them, at paragraph 5(1) oform g6A, that

'aiiegations of intercourse per anum cannot be seen as anything but an incident
involving v1OICflCC,"
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61. When I first saw the Panel's written statement of reasons I was oncemed at its brevity. I
am not on reflection sure that that is a valid criticism. It has to be remembered that the statement
is issued irnmeaiately after a full hearing, in this case a heairig at iiCh Mi- Brown was
represented by counsel, and at which all concerned may be expected to have identified the live
issues: which, according to Mr Lewers statement which has not been challenged, were
principally related to the applicants credibility. I also note that a Judge as experienced in public
law inaiters as Collins S was unimnressed by the complaint as to inadequacy of reasons see
paragraph 3 of his judgment in this case.

62. However that may be, it 'vas this complaint of ambiguity that elicited Mr Lewer's
statement in tne Jucnciai Review procecdngs iuch I iave already quored from at length If
that statement, and In particular pa.ragrapn 19 of it, extracted at paragraph 51 abo"e 's read ir
the context of the Form 6A it is clear that it is airectiy addressing the compiaznts there irade
In particular, when addressing the complaint quoted in paragrapn 60 above Mr Lewer does riot
say (as he would be exDected to have said had the Panel made the error complainea of oy tie
Resporidesi+ to this appeal) that the sumbissrnn necessarily failed in a case where consertt was
present Rather, he appears to pie say that consent must be taken into account before
conciuding that an dct of anal mtercorse AS an act a'olence

63 I make these points not to suggest that Mr Brown is in sonic way prechded b1 the
history from advancing the case that he now asserts. Mr Crow rightly did not make any such
submission. Rather, when reading the documents and statements in the case there is a danger
that they may mislead unless the nature of the issues before the Panel and as they were originally
inought i0 be before the i4ge AS kept In irnnd

64. With those preiiminaiy observations, I turn to the judgment of Collins J.

65. Th judgment of Collins .J

66. On the facts of Brown there is no such easy answer as was suggested for August in
paragraph 32 above As C&ls J put t, 'n distinguishing Owen S's conclusion in August

"Here the applicant was buggered. He suffered direct physical injury. It was, as
it seems to me, in the circumstances of a 12 or 13 year old being buggered by
others, inevitable that he would be injured. Consent apart, this would, in my
judgment, undoubtedly have been regarded as a crime of violenc&"

67. The issue as it finally took shape before Collins .1 was in nairow terms, and did not
involve the extensive analysis that was adopted, at least before us; in Augu3i. That issue is
summarised in paragraph 12 of his judgment. Mr Keith. then appearing for the Panel, said that
the proper construction of the Panel's ruling, as shown by Mr Lewer's statement, was that it had
concluded in all the circumstances of the case that Brown's willing participation prevented what
had been done to him, albeit that it was criminal, from being characterised as a crime of
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violence. That was a conclusion as to the nature of the actual offence committed reached within
the anthit of the Panel's factual judgetnerit as envisaged in Webb, and not open to criticism as
having been irrational or entailing an error of law. That argument was advanced to meet the
ubmasson of Mr C'uthne QC (who appeared before Collins J and before us, but not before the
Panel) which I have summarised in paragraph 9 above Collins J recorded Mr Guthri&s
submission in these terms:

"it is clear that the Panel was effectively saying to itself Because there was
consent, there could be no crime of violence. Whatever may be thought of the
offence of buggery in ether circumstances, buggery where there is consent (albeit
me victim's age does not preent the cnrne fro'n e'istng), it cannot be said to be
a crime of violence "

6 Mr Keith rebed strongly on Mr Lewer!s statement set out in paragraph 57 above, that the
Panel had consdered that coisent w "a1" element, not the element, that determined whether
an ac was a crime of ''Loience That and othei parts of Mr Lewer s statement showed that the
Panei naa incteea aQdressed the parttctdar facts of the apphlcan+'s case without preconception as
to the effect of the applicanfs consent.

69 The Judge d'd not accept Mr Keith1s submission but it is riot wholly clear that he
accepted the Full force of Mr Guthxie's submission either The Judge said this, at paragraph 14
of his judgment:

'I find it difficult to read what Mr Lewer says in that narrow sense [as contended
for by Mr Keitb3 It seems re +h what the Panel is saving is that because
this was an offence of bugery to which the victim consented (albeit as a matter
of law the consent did not prevent the offence being committed,, it could not be
regarded as a crime of violence. it seems to me that the flndings of fact that went
only to whether or not there was consent shows that that is indeed the case. M I
ventured to point out in argument, when dealing with what happened to a young
ad aged 12 or 13, the reasons why he consented might well be thought to be
material when considering whether he has been the victim of a crinie of
violence Was there n reai'y ue cot1se1t 1uch can properly be said to negate
the element of violence that might otherwise be ini'erent rnn act of buggerv9

70. The latter part of this observation would seem to mdtcate that the Judge criticised the
Panel not because it had comirhitted an error of public law by treating the presence of consent as
conclusive of the, properly factual, issue of wnetner ihere had been a crime of 'lolence but
rather because, in seeking to review the issue of consent, the Panel had not considered that issue
in sufficient depth. That that was the Judge's concern is perhaps further demonstrated by the
fact that he went on from this part of the judgment to review the law applying to paragraph S of'
the Scheme; emphasised that he was bound by Webbr and then, at paragraph 26 of the judgment,
ciistinguished Owen l's judgment inAuust by sayinif:

—
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"[Owen J] said that it was for the Appeai Panel to consider all the evidence. He
was hot prepared to say that on the evidence in that case the tPaneIj had reached a
decision which was in any way flawed as a matter of Jaw. Having regard iOthe
facts found, that does not in the least suxprise me because, as I repeat, there was
no question in that case of the applicant being a victim of a crime of violence iii
the true sense of that word. He was not injured directly or physically as a result
of the crime in question.

71 There is no mention here of the real difference between Brown arid Augis4 it Mr (utbrie
is right in saying that the Judge accepted his argument: that the ?anels decision in Brown was
flawed not becatse 4 made a ag assess1ent of the facts but because, by its assumption that
the presence of consent concluded the issue of to1e'ce, th Panel precluded itself from making
an assessment of the nature mat Wad calls for at all

12 The Judge then went on to consider an example of a prize fighter claiming compensation
for his mries, and *Fe suggest'on that jt would be open to the Panel to decide that, because of
the eisteflce of consent, the assa..dt occas'onmg atua1 bodily harm that he had suffered was not
an offence of viojence The Judge contAm.cd at paragraphs 29-30 of 'he udgrnent

"I ve"1ure o sugges' that the 'reasonable literate man' referred to by Lawton U
[in Webb] would be amazed that that was so. it seems to me in that sort of case
that consent cannot change the nature of the acts so as to render something which
would otherwise have been a crime of violence not a crime of violence."

73. 1-Je then said, in relation to the instant case

"What was done to the applicant? The answer is that he was buggered. lt was inevitable
from that that he would suffer some trauma. So much the doctor indicates. He did suffer
trauma. As it seems to me, again the reasonable literate man would say to himself that
the act of buggery by one person upon another who was aged 12 or 13 should be
described as a 'crime of violenc& against that 12 or II 3-year-old. That being so, as it
'seems to me, the fact that there was consent (if there was) does not mean that it is not a

crime of violence."

it is difficult to read this passage aS being anything other than the basis upon which the ludge
decided the case. it is notable that, in contrast to the example of the prize flghter,, he did not feel
able to say that on the facts of Brown no re.oriabie literate man or Pare' ac"g as a jury could
come to the conclusion that there had not been a crime of violence. Rather, he said that the juror

looking at the facts of Brown would say that violencehad taken place, and the Panel should not
have been deflected from that conclusion by the presence of the victim's consent. That is a
criticism different from that adumbrated in the passage cited in paragraph 69 above, but it does
seem to be the basis on whichthe Judge proceeds. Mr Crow complains that if that was what the

Judge indeed did, he impermissibly ubsiituted his judgement forthat of Panel, as the statutory

decision-making body.

—
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25 above, that requirement, as a universal rule, cannot be extracted from Webb. A test iii those
dogmatic terms is inconsistent with Lawton U's emphasis on the issue being a jury question that
tunis on afl the circumstances, As he said, while there will usually be the infliction or threat of
force, that is not a universal requirement Since however this was not the basis on which the
Panel proceeded it is unnecessary to pursue the issue further.

80. Conclusion on the appeal in Brown
-

Si To the extent tnat tue Judge concb.ded that the Panel ad c'uiittted the error corrp1amned
of by Mr Brown, for the reasons set out above I am unable to agr vrh kini To 4lie eseIit that
he proceeded on the basis tentatively suggested in paragraphs 62 and 63 above, then that s 'o a
basis which Mr (3uthrie sought to support in this court, and in any event would nvoise the
Judge's subshtutrng his owtiudgement for that of the Panel Such a course cannot ejustifed in
this case 4dthough the facts are not as straightforward as those in August, It is in my view
1rnpossb1e to say that the Pane! were irrational in concluding that the acts committed.
consen.uai]y, with Brown were no' ones of"olece

? .___1 I
LJLpU.)(4 (If

53 1 l-oLJd dsrvss *e appeal in August I would allow the appeal in Browns, set aside the
Juage s order, and sbstit.te an order thaf tle appilcatiort for judicial review be refused

SLr Anthony Evris

84. The Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme was introduced in 1964 on an ex graria
rather than a statutory basis, and was revised in 1969 The Scnenie provided for compcnsaton
for physical injury caused by a 'crime of violence' The meaning of tnat pnrase was considered
both by the Queen's Bench Divisional Court in R v CJCB exparle Clowes [1977] 1 WLR1353

and by the Court of Appeal in R v CICB exparte Webb 11987] 1 QB 74. In both cases it was said

that the phrase is not a term of art (per Lord Widgexy LC3 in Clowes at 1364C, per LawtonLI in

Webb at77H).

85. I can see no reason for doubting that the èominent holds good when the meaning of the
same phrase has to be considered, as ii does here, in the context of the statutory scheme, which

was iniruduced b, the Cnimnai 1r'ures CompensationAct 1995 The material provisions are as

follows, under the heading "Eligibility to apply for compensation"—

6. Compensation may be paid in accordance with this Scheme

(a) to an applicant who has sustained a criminal injury on or after 1 August

For the purposes of this Scheme "criminal inury" means one or more personal
injuries as described in the following paragraph being directly attributable to:

(a) a crime of violence (including a-rson, fire-raising or an act of poisoning),

— is—
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9 For the purposes of this Scheme, persona! injury includes physical injury
(including fatal injtuy). mental injury (that is, a medically recognised psychiatric or
psybo1ogicai illness) and disease (that is, a medically recognised illness or condition).
Mental injury or djscae may either result directly from the physical injury or occur
without any physical injury, but compensation wifl not be payable for mental injury
alone unless the applicant:

(a) was pt sn reasonable fear of iirediafe physteal harm to his own nerson
or

(b)

(c) was the non-consenting victim Qf a seuai offence (which does not
include a vjç, who consented in fact but was deemed in law not to have
consented,

86. ia his judgment in Clowes, Lord Widgery LCJ included this comment;—

'What the meaning of 'ciime of violence' is in my opinion is very much a jury point, if
the question arose in a case to be determined by a juty I should have thought the judge
woid have to leave the meaning of the phrase to the jury and would possibly interfere
with their deliberations to the minimum." (13611)).

87. Mr Crow for the Board adopted this as part of his submissions in this case. If it means no
more than that the Court should endeavour to give the phrase its natural and ordinary meaning,
as it ic required to do by the normal rides of statutory interpretation, then of course I do not
demur. But I do not think that treating the matter "as a jury point" adds anything to this basic
proposition. Even f the meaning was to be decided by aury it would be necessary for the judge
to give a direction to that effect, and the search for the natural and ordinary meaning would be
taken no further. In effect, the jury would have the same task as the judge does now

88. The judgments in Clowes showed different approaches to the definition of "crime of
violence", but all were agreed that it was necessary to have regard to the context of the criminal
injuries compensation scheme in which the 'urds were found (per Eveleigh 3 at 1358, Wein I at
1361 and Lord Widgexy CJ at 1364A). The inclusion of personal injury caused by arson and
poisoning was regarded as relevant (Eveleigh J at 1359B and Wien I at 136Th). Whilst it was
not necessary that "actual physical force" was used in the commission of the crime (Eveleigh i at
135SF), nevertheless the crime had to be one which "concerned" violence to the petson, or at
least one which involved the possibility of violence to another person (Wien J at 1362G arid
Lord Widgery LC.T 4t I 364E). Lord Widgery added that a jury could be invited to consider
whether violence in this context does not mean an uniawñil use of force or threats directed at
the person of another" (1364F).

89. The iudment of the Court in Webb was given by Lawton Li. He approved the
submission made by Michael Wright QC (as he then was), counsel for the board, which is found
at page 16 of the report. The suggested definition was a crime "which involved the infliction or
threat of force to a victim" (Lawton LI at 79F), and "what matters is the nature of the crime, not
ts likely consequences" (79H). Lawton U added "Most crimes of violence will involve the
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infliction or threat of force,, but some may not" (79H/80A) He contemplated, therefore, a "crime
of vioknce" for the purposes of the scheme where force was neither threatened nor used.

90. We were also referred to R v C'103 exparte Piercy (14 April 1997 ref C01399/96) where
the offence committed against the applicant was that of having unlawful sexual intercourse with
a girl under the age of 16. McCullough S held that in the circumstances of that case no "crime of
violence" was committed, There was evidence of a bruise on the middle of the girl's thigh but
"inc medical evidence thd not negate her conse", arid the Board clearly believed that she had
not estab1istie ttlat sne aia riot consent" (page 5) Theudge sa'd this —

"It does not, however, follow that to commit either offence against a girl of that age
jiXVOi cs the use of "o1enee Each case must be decided on its own merits Not every
application of førce is vio1ent" (page 4).

The apphcaton as made under he 1990 Scheme

91 Cornzg ro the 1995 statutory scheme paragraph 9 extends the definition of personal
injiry to ric1ude mental injury, but w' the riders in sub-paragraTh (a) and following set out

above.

92 The first question is whether paragraph 9 s relevart to the meaning nf "crime of
violence' in paragraph g In my juogment, it as 1 confirms that a f may be
committed when there is no use of force, but the victim is put in reasonable fear of immediate
physical harm (sub-paragraph (a)). This reflects the observations of Lawton U in Webb, The
prafusion of negatives does not make sub-paragraph (c) easy to fallow, but at least it shows that
the draftsman recognised the distinction between non-consensual in fact and deemed lack of
consent as a matter of law. It also suggests that a sexual offence is or may be regarded as a
"crime of violence" when the victim does not consent in fact.

93, There is, however, no express reference to another situation which may arise in sexual
cases, where the victim submits to the sexual act but does not consent voluntarily to it. Juries are
directed that the victim of rape did not consent to intercourse unless the consent was

freely arid voluntarily given

94. For these reasons, I would hold that the correct approach to determining whether or not a
"crime of violence" was committed for the purposes of the Scheme is, flrst to identify thecrime
that was committed, and then t consider whether in the circumstances of the particular case the
crime can properly and naturally be described as a crime of violence, taking account of the

following factors in particular:—

(1) Crirne of violence" includes personal injury caused by arson and by poisoning (I
do not read these references as extending the scope of the statutory definition);

(2) the statutory definition implies a non-consenting victim (ef Piercy which I would
hold was rightly decided on the basis of consent, rather than the minimal use of force);

(3) it also implies a nonconseflhing victim in fact as distinct from any deemed lack of

consent iii law (cf Art 9(c)); and
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(4) "non-consenting" means the absence of real" consent, ieely and voluntarily
giVeTtL

95. Tne need to identify the crime that was committed makes it inevitable that there has been
a tendency towards classifying certain crimes as crimes of violence, and others riot. Thus, Lord
Widgexy in Clowes approved a submission mar 'a crrnie of i'iOieflce sho4d n-eaxi a crime of
which violence i an essential ingredient" (page 1364G). But Wien J cautioned that "One cannot
categonse crimes of violence' (page 1 362F) I would respectfully hold that the nature of tne
crlTne relevant in deciding whether a "crime of violence was cominitted but that other factors
m.st be take'i into accoup before reaching a final conclusion in the particular case, principally
the presence or absence of "real" consent aM to a lesser extent to the question whether force was
txireatenea or used

96 So, for example, the offence of rape negatives consent by the 'ictnn and I doibt whether
rape could ever not be a "crime of violence" committed towards her Sexuai intercourse is not an
offence unless the girl is aged less than 16, and her consent is not relevant as a matter of law
(eeep In certain circumstances when the defendant is aged less than 24) But I would not hold
that t can neev be a crure of vo1ence against her and in the absence of consent freely and
voluntarily given I o.dd hold that inuenably 's, notwithstanding that the offence of rape was
not cnargea or proved

97 As regards the offence of indecent assiult and gross indecency any assault implies the
non-consensuai threat or use of force, and in my view the inquiry should focus on the presence
or absence of consent, rather than upon the precise amount of physical force that may have
threatened or used.

9g The present cases are concerned with the crimes of buggery, idc,t assault and gross
indecency where a male person is the victim. The same approach should be adopted, in my
judgment, as in heterosexual cases, which I have outnnea apove By the same token, I doubt
whether the victim of buggery could ever fail to establish that the offence was a "crime of
vioience" towards him or her, unless the victim's "real" consent was given, provided always that
the appIcarit could pvope1'y be described as the victim of the offence in the circumstances of the
particular ease — a feature of one of the applications here-

99. Finally4 I add one general comment in deference to Mr Levy's submission that a boy who
becomes riomosexually acLive and promsc1ious 'via' older wer rny himself be regarded as the
victim of the sexual misconduct of others which caused him to develop in that way. I would not'
exclude the possibility that the boy coulLi establish that he suffered non-ph7s.cal ii'
amounting to actual bodily harm as the result of their activities, and therefore that he was the
victim of "crimes of violence" for the purposes of the Scheme. However this had not been
explored in the present case.

tOO.. I agree that the appeal should be dismissed, substantially for the reasons given by Lord
Justice Pill. For myself, however, I would place greater emphasis on the fact that August took
the active part when the crime of buggery was committed, arid therefore he cannot properly be

— Li —
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described as the victim of that offence. There i rio suggestion of duress or any other reason why
it tha be dôubtd that he gave his real. consent.

IQ
101, 1 find this case more difficult, but 1 conclude that the appeal shuid be allowed for the
reao given by Lord Justice Pill The Board was entitled to reach the conclusion that it did,
gi"ei the re'evance ad even t central imnoitance, when the crime of buggery is concerned of

JJ OLI1 1' —

Procedure

102 I agree with aria woulci liKe to support the comments made by PAl U under h1s ad'
The practical implications are such that this Court ought rwt, in my view, to seek to lay down
procedures for the Boazd to follow But in terms of principle, and as guicielines, I wou*d suggest
that some reasons ought to be given for the Board s decisions, their nature and extent ciepencftng
o'i the c1rcumstarice of the case and that sufficient reasons should be prepared soon after the
hearing, rather than many 'ionths later as occtixred her; though apparently this has been the
accepted practice to daze

Pill LJ

1Q3 These appeals raise questions 1fl the construction of the Criminal Injuries Compensation
Scheme ("the Schezi&') made by the Secretary of State exercising his powers under &ctaon 1 of
the Cr.trunai injuries Cornpensat'ci kø 199.5 ('tbe 1995 Act") Paragraph 6 of the Scheme
provides that compensation may be pa1d Lfl accordance w'th he Scheme to an applicant who has
sustained a criminal injury on or after i August 1964 Paragraph 8 prov'des that for The pirpOSe5
of the Scheme "criminal injury' means one or more personal injuries "as descr.bed ii' th
following paragraph and directly attributable to (a) a crime of vioience (including arson, flre
raising or an act of poisoning)." Personal injury is described in paragraph 9 so as to include
phys'cai injury (iticludtpg fatal injury) and mental injury (that is, a medically recognised
psy chatric or ph aologcai illness) Later provisions of riaragraph 9 limit the circumstances in
which compensation will be payable for mental injury aione

104 The meaning of the expression crime o violence" was cons,dered in this Cour'
Criminal Injuries Compensation Board ex p Webb 1.1 97] QB 74 Having described the nature of
the Scheme which at that time had not been put on a statutory basis, Lawion ii statea, Lit p Th

i,ijt's task is to decided both 'what would be a reasonable and literate man s
understanding of the circumstances in which he could under the Scheme be paid compensation
for personal mju caMsed by a cri'c of violence' At n 7911 Lawton U accepted that what
matters is the naturi of the crime and not its likely consequences arid stated at p 80A:

"1 do not think it prudent to attempt a definition of words of ordinary usage in English
which the board as a fact finding body, have to apply to the case before thern They will
recognise a crime of volcnce when they hear about it, even though as a matter of
semantics it may be difficUlt to produce a defmition which is not too narrow or so wide

as to produce absurd consequences"

—22—
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105. The relevance of the applicant's consent to the relevant events was not considered in
Webb. It is the central question in the present cases is consent to the relevant events a complete
bar to theft categorisation as a crime of violence? If not, what is the role of consent when
deciding whether events constitute a crime of violence? buxton U has set out the relevant
events in the cases of August and Brown. In each ease, the Criminal Injuries Compensation
Appeals Panel ("the panel") rejected a claim for compensationS Those were cases in which the
consent of the applicant was, at least a factor in the decision against the applicant. The Court has
to cons1ler wnetner, in each case, the correct test as app'led

August

106 In uie case of August, the Panel dectded on 3 No ernber 1998 thatthere 1'ad "at beet' a
crime of violence Reasons given oraily at me nedring were reduced to zrr1tmg on 18 Jarwary
1999 It was stated that 'we do not accept the submission mat tne cumuiati.ie seAual experiences
he IAuRustJ had were such as to nullify consent We consider lie 1ic1 consent In a written
statci,,ent dated 23 June 1999 Mr Michael Lewer QC, chairman of the panel elaborated on. those
reasons He stated at paragraph 11

Submissions were made tiy the preseutnig offlcer and by Counse1 fc the Apphcirt
The presenting officer submitted that mere nad oeen indecent assaults or vorsc, and tha*
the issue for the appeal panel was whether the Applicant tlaa in fact consented Counsel
for the Arphcant submitted th4t there was no dispute that the Applicant tiaci. participated
voluntarily, in that he was not forced However, his consent bad been vitiated by his
earlier history and abusive experiences, and by the age of his assailant, who was 55. The
Apptxcant has been sexahsed by cumulative abuse by others, and was not responsible
for his own actions."

107. At paragraph 12, the Chairman referred to the earlier reasons and added:

"The appeal was rejected under paragraph 8(a) on the ground that the incidents
complained of did nOt constitute a crime of violence, In summary, the appeal panel
concluded that the Applicant had consented to the sexual activity., and rejected the
submission that his cumuiative sexual experiences were such as to nullify consent. The
panel did not accept the Applicant a contention that he was the pas&'e partner o
buggery in reaching its decisiøn, the appeal panel acknowledged and fully tools into
account the applicant's history. his upbringing and his experiences before he met Mr
Crow, which were silly set out in the evidence before it, including the evidence of
previous sexual abuse and his history in institutional care."

The applicant's consent to the sexua[ activity was plainly central to their conclusion that there
had been no crime of violence.

108. For the annellant, Mr Levy QCsubmits that a boy of 12 or 13 cannot give a valid Consent

to acts of buggery. In any event, the appellant was a grossly psychologically disturbed and

damaged 13 year old boy living in the care system and was incapable of giving consent.
Parliament recognised this by making acts of huggery involving persons under a certain age
unlawfuL irrespective of whether consent had been given. It made no difference that the

23—
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appellant was the active rather than the passive partner in the buggery. Mr Levy submits that it
was necessary to protect and treat as victims children such as the appellant even if it was they
who initiated the ccndct which led to the sexual actlvjtv and even if they were the active
partners in it. The appellant was the victim of crimes of violence committed by Crow.

109. The only personal injury alleged in the case of August was mental injury. Under
paragraph 9 of the Scheme, compensation will not be payable for mental injury unless the
applicant was a nonconsexirmg victim of a sexual offence (which does riot ncLde a victrn
who consented in fact but was deemed in law not to nave consented)" From the Chaitman's
statement it would appear that the conclusion wa reached upon a consideratIon of paragrapn
8(a) of the Scheme without the need to refer to paragraph 9 Upon their findings of fact the same
coqchis'op could have been reached upon a finding that there had been a crime of violence but,
the personal rijir mvohed beirg 'nentai irjury the appellant had not satisfied the test of
establishing that he was the non-conscntng vic+im of a se'uai offence under paragraph 9(c) 1
refer later to that sub-paragraph

110 Upon the facts in August, anci tne way inc case was argued before them, the pSnei were
in my judgment entitled to treat consent as the only relevant issue Upon mose facts, me panel
were entitled to conclude that, if there was consent by the appellant, there was no crime of
vo1ence What is questioned in the case of August is prunarily the reality of the consent The
submission is made that there was no true consent. Mr Levy has argued that point forcefully and
persuasively but in my judgment the panel were entitled on the evidence to reach the conclusion
tney .rid

111, I agree with Buxtoti U that recent thinking as to the need to protect children and treat
them as Ctzin5 dd not require *h0 Panel to conclude that August could not have consented for
me purposes of the Sdierzie and that he had 'tot t' fact consented In considering whether there
was a real consent, it was necessary to consider a11 the clrcun'starces, nc1uding hi age
background history and personality- It appears to me from the paflCiS statement of I January
1999 and the Chairman's thrther statement of 23 June 1999 that the relevant considerations were
taken into account I only add that when Mr Levy submitted that "a 13 year old boy cannot give
a valid consent in law to. buggery" he was in my view correctly stating the law. Buggexy with a
boy of that age is a criminal offence and consent by the boy does not make it anything other than
a criminal offence. The boy's consent or lack nif consent is. irrelevant to guilt. What does not
fouow nowever, is that his rabLt). b his conse" to reider Inr1oent an act of buggerv in
which he is involved means that for the purposes of the Scheme he is incapable of consenting to
an act of buggery.

112. 1 agree that the appeal in August should be dismissed.

brown

113 in Erown, the only injury alleged was physical injury, a claim forpsychological injury
not being pursued. In this context, I should mention paragraph 9(c) of the Scheme, which is a
part of the limitation upon the right to claim compensation for mental injury. Paragraph 9(c)
provides that compensation will not be paid for mental injury alone UflICSS the applicant was "a
non-consenting victim of a sexual offence (which does not include a victim who consented in
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fact but was in law not to have consented)". It Could be, but was not, argued that the presence of
paragraph (c) in the Scheme assitc physically injured peliants. The arurnent would be that
by expres1y barring a claim based on mental injury where consent has been given in sexual
offences, it left open by implication a claim for physical injury where consent had been given in
such cases. In my judgment that argument would assist to defeat a suggestion that, in the case of
physical injury, consent to events necessarily defeats a claim. It has not however been argued on
behalf of the Board that consent necessarily has that effect.

114 Collins J appears to me to have allowed the appeal from the Panel on the ground that he
considered the Panel had treated consent as a complete answer to a claim, by itself depriving
relevant events of the quality of a crime of violence Collins I stated,. at paragraph 30

"As it seems to me, again the reasonable literate may would say to himself that the act of
buggery by ne person upon arother who was aged 12 or 13 should be described as a
cnme of violence' against that 12 or 13-year-old That being so, as it seems to me the
fact that there was consent (if there was) does not mean that it is not a crime of v'olcncc"

115 Analysis of the findrns of the panel, as set out in their brief reasoning of June 1999
and the fu!ler reasoning provided in the Chairman's statement of 3 February 2000 is necessary
In the earlier docurrent, they stated that "the panel was not satisfied that the sexual activity
between tha applicant and any of the three boys he named was non-consensual and amounted to
a crinie of violence".

116. In paragraph 14 of the later document it is stated that "the panel considered the principal
issue was the applicant's eredibi1ity" Having considered the situation at Greystone Heath at the
relevant time, the panel stated, at paragraph 147

'Given the sexualised environment, there were also likely to have been corisensual
sexual relationships and experimentation between boys of similar ages. The Panel took
the view that if what occurred was consensual, then it 'would nOt be a crime of violence,
even if it still amounted to a criminal offence because of the ages of those concerned.
The Panel understood this was also implicit in Counsel's submission, though it notes that
it is nor how the case is now put in the Grounds'."

In paragraph 15 the panel set out the second issue as whether:

"If he [Brownj had been involved iii significant sexual activity of the natute he
described, whether that was done consensually or was forced upon him (by fear of actual
force) so as to amount to a crime of violence. If he participated consensually, the panel
did not consider that he had been the victim of a crime of violence."

In paragraphs 16 and 17 the panel set out their reasons for concluding that the applicant was an
unreliable wjtflesS. They concluded that any sexual conduct was "more likely to have been,
consensual conduct between boys than something forced onhirn or which he had done through
fear or because of assaults".

117. The panel's conclusions on the second issue arc set out at paragraphs 18 and 19:
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"18. Because t ectent of his sexual activities was not clear, the Panel worded its
decision by saying it was not satiSfied that any sexual activity between the Applicant and
any of the 3 boys names was non-consensual and amounted to a crime of violence.

19. The Panel did not consider the claim under paragraph 13(d) of the Scheme, as
suggested in the Grounds, as no issue of conduct under that sub-paragraph had been
raised or argued. Any reference to consensual conduct was to the conduct chat the Pane!
considered was an element that determined whether an act was or was not a crime of
voience Nor did the Pn& accept that anal intercourse cannot be seen as anything but an
incident tnvoiv]ng olence, as sugges'ed The Panel coitsdered that a person can
consent in circumstances in which there ma StLli be a crime rr.it a crie of J1oler,ce

(Paragraph 13(d) of the Scheme orovides that an award may be withheld or reduced when the
condct of the appltcant before, during or after the incident givmg nsa to the application makes
it mappropnate that a fi41 award or any award at all be piade")

ii I read me Crialrman a statement as 1ndicatmg at the pane1 addressed themselves not to
buggery in genera! but bugger)' in me particular conte.t of the em Lronmert of 4'e eri exsf1Ng
situation at Greystone Heath, which was conszaered in cietui That was the facuai context n
which the relevance of consent was considered Consent was statea to deprive the evvtS of the
quI1ty of a crime of violence in that specifiC Situation fri stating that consensuai conauct was
"rr &e?,iert" ,n detenniritng whether an act was or was not a crime of violence and in using the
word "crcuinstances" later in paragraph 19, the panel demonstrated that they were not making a
general pronouncement about consent but considering its relevance to the facts of the case

119 Before expressing more general conchson I add that in my udgmen Collins J has put
the point about the pnze fighter too strongiy I would not eApect the reasorzab1e til-e 'an o
be amazed at the suggestion that a prize fighter who claimed under the Scheme might have to
deal with the sugestian that his consent to the unlawful activity might prevent his recovery
urder the Scheme Dealing with a situation in which a 64 year old man, whose wife hat been
insulted, challenged a younger man to a fight. Lord Denning MR stated in Lane v Hollowrxy
(196ii QB379at3g6:

"1 agree that m an ordinan' fight with fists there is no cause of action to either of them for
any injury suffered. The reason is that each of the paiticipants in a fight voluntarily takes
it upon himself the risk of incidental injury to himself. Volenti non fit in/uria."

Lord Denning added howevet that such a man does not take on himself the risk of a savage
blow out of all proportion to the occasivri The man who strikes a blow of such severity is liable
ii damages unless he can prove accident or self-defence" The reasonable, literate man of today
might riot be familiar with the Latin tag but would be likely to see the force of those
observations

120. The basis of liability in toil is of course something different from the right to recover
under the Scheme but 1 would expect the reasonable literate man to take into account the
applicant' $ consent to events as an element in a consideration of whether those events amount to

—
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127. it may be that legal complexities were contemplated in Brown and a four member panel
was convened with that in mind. If that is so, it would have been better if something more than
the three line statement cf reasons had been produced after the hearing. I do not regard the
emergcncc of what is in effect a reasoned judgment eht nnnths after the heariri as
satithctory. it would nt ioinaiiy be acceptable in judicial proceedings.

1ZX. I would expect there to be cases where the need for written reasons ought to be
contemtated and a reasoned statement prepared at the rime of or shortly after the hearing. Its
absence invites appeals for lack of reasons. as in the present cases. Moreover an attempt to
express reasons long after the event, espdaiiy when four members are involved, will, with

respect, inevitably create difficulties when clarity is sought. It may well be that the differing
judicial views which have emerged in the case of Brown are, at least in part, attributable to that
factor,

129. r dId invite submissions on behalf of the panel on this question which counsel met only
with the vQiume of work as the ep!anation for the procethre fQllowed by the panel. It may be
that i better epianatiou is avaflable. but whether it is or nOt, I hope that consideration will be
given o the poims raised.


